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Laser Doppler Anemometry measurements were performed in a three
dimensional model of the human carotid artery bifurcation to investigate the influence
of non-Newtonian fluid behavoir on the steady flow field. A blood analog fluid was
found to facilitate LBA measurements in a rigid PMMA model. This fluid possesses
non-Newtonian properties which closely resemble those of blood. Steady flow
measurements were performed with a Newtonian control fluid at Reynolds number
Re=300, and the rheological anolog of blood using the same flow as the Newtonian
control fluid. Both axial and secondary velocities were measured by means of LDA.
Evident differences between the flow fields of the Newtonian and visco-elastic fluids
were found. The non-Newtonian axial velocity field was flattened, had lower velocity
gradients at the divider wall, and higher velocity-gradients at the non-divider wall. The
flow separation as found with the Newtonian fluid was absent, and secondary flow was
strongly decreased.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis is a complicated disease which causes progressive occlusion of
the lumen of arteries. This is caused by a combination of processes such as
atheromatose in the tunica intima, along with elastosis and a proliferation of smooth
muscle cells in the tunica media. These processes, in combination with a disturbed
exchange of agglutination-factors between the affected artery and the blood, can cause
thrombus formation. These thrombi may occlude the artery or fragments of the
thrombus can break loose and obstruct smaller arteries down-stream causing ischemic
attacks. Atherosclerosis can often be found in the carotid artery bifurcation which can
cause ischemic attacks.
Detailed information about the flow field in the human carotid artery bifurcation
is of great clinical interest with respect to studies on the genesis and diagnosis of
atherosclerotic disease: the predilection site of atherosclerosis for the sinus of the
carotid artery bifurcation (fig. 1) is believed to be related to low-shear rates and reversal
flow [Ku et al. (1985)l. Clinical non-invasive diagnosis of stenosis is often based on
detection of flow-disturbances, induced by these stenosis [van Merode et al. (1989)l.
Research in the Atherosclerosis project at the Eindhoven University of
Technology uptill now was concentrated on the study of Newtonian flow in carotid
bifurcation models e.g. [Rindt (1989)] and [Palmen et al. (1992)l. In reality blood flow
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non-Newtonian and shows shear-thinning and visco-elastic behavior. Liepsch and
Moravec (1984) studied the difference in flow behavior of Newtonian and nonNewtonian fluids and observed significant changes.
In literature, blood analog fluids are studied extensively: none od them however
have an refractive index that matches Plexiglass. This study is focused on finding a
transparant viscoelastic blood analog fluid whit an refractive index of 1.491. Using this
fluid, the flow field in the three dimensional model of the human artery bifurcation can
be measured.A comparison between the Newtonian and the non-Newtonian flow field
is presented.

Materials and Methods
Model of the bifurcation
The experiments have been performed in an 1:1 model machined out of perspex
(PMMA) with an index of refrection n=l.491.
Internal Carotid

non-divider wall

Artery

Common Carotid
'4-Y

divider wall

External Carotid

figure 1: The carotid artery bifurcation.

The geometry of the rigid three dimensional model of the carotid artery bifurcation as
used in this study is based upon the data of Bharadvaj et al. (1982), and is essentially
the same one as used in the study of Rindt (1989).
Blood analog fluid
Blood is shear-thinning and visco-elastic (fig.2). This can be explained by
looking at the microscopic structure of blood. Blood consists of red blood eeils, white
blood cells, platelets, and chyomicrons suspended in a fluid called plasma. Most
important for the rheological properties of blood are the red blood cells (RBC) due to
their high volume-concentration (45%). This concentration is known as heamatocrit
(HTC). The white bloodcells, though larger, and the platelets, quite numerous, play a
neglectable role due to their small volume-concentration (1%). Thus it can be said that
blood behaves like a Newtonian fluid (the plasma), with flexible asymmetrical parts
(RBC) dissolved in it. Shear-thinning is caused by deformation and orientation of the
flexible blood cells in the flow direction at high shear rates and by aggregation at low
shear rates. Since orientation, deformation and aggregation will not occur
instantaniously with local changes in shear also time-constants that are related with
visco-elasticity will characterize the flow behavior.
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jìgure 2: Shear-thinning (lefi, Cho (1991))and visco-elastic (right, Thurston (1979)) behavior of
blood.

To be able to perform LDA measurements in the model of the carotid artery
bifurcation, the blood analog fluid should posses the following three characteristics:

- rheological properties comparable to those of blood.
- transparent to facilitate LDA measurements.
- refraction index comparable to PMMA, n= 1.491.
Matching of the index of refraction the blood analog to the PMMA-model is
necessary to avoid an unwanted shift of the measurement volume, due to refraction at
the model-fluid interface. To satisfy the demands of transparency and matched
refraction index a 70% weight percent solution of KSCN-salt in water is used. This
solution behaves like a Newtonian fluid with a dynamic viscosity q = 2.90
kg.m'.s-l at 35" C.To achieve non-Newtonian behavoir, an additive will be required. A
number of additives are known to change to change the rheological viscometric
properties of water into non-Newtonian blood-like properties [Thurston (1989)l. Some
of these substances (Polyacrylamide (PAA), Polyethyleenoxyde (PEO) and Xanthangum) were evaluated when dissolved in the KSCN-solution. For the Couette and coneplate rheological measurements a RFS-II of Rheometrics Inc. was used. PAA and PE0
turned out to lose their shear thinning effects when dissolved in the concentrated
KSCN-solution.
Xanthan-gum (#95465 Fluka) turned out to maintain its shear thinning
properties. The KSCN-Xanthan solution of 70% KSCN and 250 ppm Xanthan gum
shows a good match with the y,q-curve of blood, as shown in figure 3.
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figure 3: Steadyflow viscosity of the 200 ppm Xanthan 71 % KSCN solution

Xanthan-gum is a natural polysaccharide having a molecular weight of
about 3.32-10-*g.The three dimensional structure of Xanthan gum is that of a double
helix which aggregrates into a stiff rod-like macromolecule. The conformation of the
macro-molecule is relatively insensitive to surrounding ion concentration. This might
explain the influence Xanthan gum has on the KSCN-solution, where PE0 and PAA
lose their effects. Visco-elastic measurements show a too high elastic component of the
KSCN-Xanthan solution (figure 4).
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figure 4: Oscillatoryjlow viscoelasticity at 2 Hz (left) and the frequency dependence of the viscous
and elastic component of the complex coefficient of viscosity, for the 200 ppm Xanthan 71% KSCN solution.
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It is not possible to change these visco-elastic properties without tampering
with the y,q -curve. The microscopic mechanism responsible for the visco-elastic
properties of the analog fluid will generally differ from those described for blood, and
thus it is not likely that a complete match of all rheological properties of blood are to be
found with other microscopic mechanisms. The KSCN-Xanthan solution of 70%
KSCN and 200 ppm Xanthan gum (KSCN-X ) is the best compromise to the demands
for the blood analog found.

Experimental set-up
The fluid circuit containing the models is presented schematically in figure 5.
The reservoir containing KSCN-X is placed in a container filled with water that is kept
at a constant temperature (37" C). A roller pump (Drake-Willock N-4504) is used to
pump the KSCN-X up to a constant head tank. This constan head tank is succesfully
used to eliminate cyclic disturbances of the stationary flow caused by the roller pump.
After the constant head tank the KSCN-X passes through an inlet tube of length 150 D
where D=8 mm. E) represents the diameter of the common carotid artery. This inlet
tube is necessary to guarantee a stable and fully developed flow as the KSCN-X enters
the measuring section. Return tubes with tabs and flow sensors (Transflow 601, Skalar
Instruments) transport the KSCN-X back to the reservoir.
constant head
tank
I
I

constant head
tank

inlet length

figure 5: Schematic representation of thepuid circuit.

The velocity measurements have been performed using a two component fibre optics
LDA system in backscatter mode in combination with a Flow Velocity Analyzer
(58N20, Dantec). The laser apparatus is a 300 mV argon-ion laser (5500 A, Ion Laser
Technology). The green ( h = 5 14.5nm) and the blue ( h = 488.0 nm) laser beams are
used, to simultaneously measure two velocity components. Via glass fibres, these two
beams are transmitted to the measuring probe where a front lens with focal lenght of 80
mm focuses the laser beams to form a measuring volume with dimensions 50x50~200
pLm.
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Experimental procedure
First measurements of the flow field were performed with the 71% KSCN
Newtonian solution. The dimensional parameters, characterizing the physiological flow
p.D.T
conditions in diastole, are the Reynolds number Re, with Re = -= 270 (where Ü
rl
represents the cross sectional mean velocity in the CCA, D is the diameter of the CCA,
p is the specific density and q the dynamic viscosity), and the flow ratio
QA
y=
= 0.35.
Qcom

In order to facilitate laser-Doppler measurements the KSCN solution was
seeded with crystals wich were smaller than 15p m (Irodine 1 11, Merck). Subsequently
200 ppm Xanthan gum was added to the 7 1% KSCN solution and the measurements
were repeated with the same flow and flow ratio that were set for the Newtonian fluid.
The effects of the non-Newtonian behavoir on the flow field then were determined by
comparing the two sets of measurements.
The velocities was measured along lines in the plane of symmetry (symmetry
axis) and in the plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry (horizontal axis).
Velocity measurements in the communis (C), are performed along a line that is located
at 3D upstream of the apex. In the interna, velocity measurements are taken at 5 sites
starting at the apex (100). Each new site is defined by moving 0.5 D along the axis of the
interna every (IO~,I~o,
115 and 120). Figure 6 outlines the measuring locations.

figure 6: Measuring locations in the internal carotid artery bifurcation.

Both in the communis and in the interna two velocity components are measured
simultaneously. These components are the velocity component parallel to the axis of
the vessel (axial velocity) and the component perpendicular to this axis and parralel to
the plane of symmetry (secondary velocity). The definition of positive and negative
velocities are depicted in figure 7. The velocity will be computed as the mean of 100
measurements.
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figure 7: Velocity definitions.

Because the symmetry of the model, and the results of Gijsen (1993) which
show symmetric flow fields at the end of diastole, it is assumed that the flow field for
steady flow will be symmetric as well. Subsequently the measurements were performed
only in one half ~f the lumen. To control the validity of this assumtion at two sites the
measurements were performed over the entire cross-section, 100 with the Newtonian
fluid and 120 with the non-Newtonian fluid. These measurements showed a symmetrical
velocity field. The results of the rest of the measurements have been mirrored to easy
the interpretation.

Results
In figure 8 the axial velocity profile in the common carotid artery is given for the
Newtonian (left) and the non-Newtonian (right) fluid. As the flow is fully developed the
axial velocity profile for the Newtonian fluid is parabolic.
The velocity profile of the
shear-thinning
of the fluid.
non-Newtonian fluid is flattened due to the
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figure 8: Axial velocity distribution for a Newtonian (left)and non-Newtonian (right)fluid in the
communis.
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figure 9: Axial (top) and secondary (bottom) velocity distributionfor a Newtonian (lefi) and nonNewtonian (right)fZuidat site Io0
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figure IO: Axial (top)and s e c o d a ~ y(bottom)vebcity distributionfor a.Newtoniar. (lefl) and nonNewtonian (right)fluid at site 105 .
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figure 11: Axial (top)and secondary (bottom)velocity distributionfor a Newtonian (lej?) and nonNewtonian (right)$uid at site I10 .
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In figures 9 to 13 the axial (top) and secondary (bottom) velocity distribution for a
Newtonian (left) and non-Newtonian (right) fluid at sites in the carotid sinus are
presented in two different ways: a hidden line plot and a contour plot. Globally the
results of the Newtonian fluid confirm the results of Rindt (1989). Below these results
will be compared with those obtained with the non-Newtonian fluid.
At this site the Newtonian velocity field shows the effects of the flow division
at the apex: axiai peak veiocity is shifted towards tiie divideï wall, aild the
relatively high negative secondary velocity is due to particles with a high
impulse that want to go straight through. Differences between Newtonian and
non-Newtonian flow field can be observed in a sligthly flattened axial velocity
profile and lower secondary velocities for the non-Newtonian fluid.
The Newtonian secondary velocity field shows the formation of a Dean-vortex
due to the curvature effect. Particles with lower velocities move along the wall
to the non-divider wall, while faster moving particles are transported to the
divider wall. This causes a shift of the axial peak velocity towards the divider
wall, and the formation of an area of low velocity near the non-divider wall. The
non- Newtonian flow field compared to the Newtonian flow field shows
evidently lower secondary velocities. As an effect of this decrease of secondary
flow the axial velocity profile is flattened and the area of low velocities as
observed with the Newtonian fluid does not appear.

I ~ ~ The
, I phenomena
~~:
in the flow field of the Newtonian fluid as discribed in 10s are
more pronounced whereas the non-Newtonian axial velocity profile is still
flattened. The divergence of the lumen contributes causes a decrease of the area
of low velocities near the non-divider wall. The “CY-shape in the axial velocity
contour plots of the Newtonian flow fields cannot be found in the nonNewtonian flow fields. This can be explained by the decreased Dean-vortex
formation in the non-Newtonian case.
120 :

The axial velocity contour plot of the Newtonian flow field still shows a
substantial dip in the area near the non-divider wall, whereas the non-Newtonian
velocity field is almost fully recovered. The secondary velocity field of the nonNewtonian fluid can be accounted for by the convergence of the lumen causing
positive secondary velocities om the divider side, znd negative velocities on the
non-divider side. The Newtonian secondary velocity field shows this effect as
well, but the secondary velocities remain dominant.
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Discussion
Perktold (1991) investigated the flow in 3D bifurcation numerically, taking the
shear-thinning properties of blood into acount only. The end-diastolic features of the
flow field revealed only minor influence of the shear-thinning on the axial velocity
distribution. Differences between the measured flow fields of the Newtonian and nonNewtonian fluids in this study are evident. This indicates a significant role of
viscoeiastic fluid behavoir on the flow field in the carotid artery bifurcation.
In the communis the non-Newtonian fluid shows a flattened axial velocity
profile due to its shear-thinning behavoir. In the interna, the non-Newtonian velocity
field is flattened, has lower velocity-gradients at the divider wall, and positive velocitygradients at the non-divider wall. The flow separation as found with the Newtonian
fluid is absent, and Dean-vortex formation is strongly decreased.
A physical explanation of the differences found based on the measurements
performed in this study is not possible at this moment due to the amount of different
effects that occur in the complex flow field. Parameters, as shear-thinning and viscoelastic behavior and a complex geometry that causes curvature- and divergence effects,
all interact in a way we cannot yet discribe.
For a better understanding of the phenomena that were found it will be
necessary to take a step back and study models where the number of parameters can be
controlled, such as viscoelastic flow in a 90" bend. Because of the influence of
viscoelastic fluid behavoir on the flow field it might be advisable to try to match the
viscoelastic behavoir of the blood analog fluid better to that of blood.
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